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The Mind Lab is a provider of accredited postgraduate 
qualifications for educators and innovators in New 
Zealand:
● Postgraduate Certificate in Applied Practice (Digital and 
Collaborative Learning)
● Master of Technological Futures
● Master of Teaching and Education Leadership
● Master of Contemporary Education
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I’ll start with the the 
middle of the golden circle 
- why did we need to do 
this?
Sinek, S, (2009). Start With Why - How Great Leaders Inspire 
Everyone to Take Action. New York, NY: Penguin
Starting With Why
Why?
How?
What?
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Digital Skills and Curricula
Governments across the developed world are grappling 
with the issue of how digital skills fit into their nation’s 
curricula
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The NZ Curriculum
Finalised in early 2018 for 
delivery by the end of 2020
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How?
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An Entitlement Curriculum
1. Digital Technology for Learning
All students should experience how to utilise digital tools 
in collaborative, creative ways to help develop their 
knowledge and skills in their chosen disciplines
2. Digital Technology for Life
All school leavers should be ready to apply digital tools in 
productive ways in their chosen life paths
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What? - The Digital Passport
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An Online Solution
To simplify the curriculum and its stages
To structure the learning
To provide ideas and resources
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The Digital Passport
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Statistics
Launched March 16, 2018
● Sign-ups: 11,678 (Goal: 4,400 in first year)
● Workshop Completions: 7,134
● Module Completions: 7,749
● Classroom Activities Downloaded: 3,593
● Correct answers to quiz questions: 99.59%
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